ADVERTISING COMMUNITY TOGETHER

ACT brings Responsibility at the heart of the
Cannes Lions.
ACT Responsible is back with the 20th Great Ads for Good Exhibition at the Cannes Lions International
Festival of Creativity, in the Responsibility Meeting Hall.
For its 20th exhibition, the non profit organisation is creating a Responsibility Meeting Hall putting Sustainability at the
heart of the Festival in the Debussy Foyer, with the support of the Cannes Lions.
In this unique location, visitors can discover the annual “Great Ads for Good” exhibition gathering the most creative
ideas the industry has produced over the year in support of good causes, responsible behaviour and sustainable
development. The exhibition presents four main themes (Environment, Solidarity, Human Rights and Education) through
92 campaigns created by 78 agencies from 38 countries for 76 advertisers.
Visitors are invited to vote for their favourite campaigns in the exhibition, either online on greatadsforgood.org from June 15
to 22, or on site from 20-22. The results will be announced during the ACT Tributes Celebration, on June 23 at 5pm at
RTL Beach - CBeach, 45 Bd de la Croisette, Cannes, along with this year’s Champions of Good, recognising individuals
that have played key leading roles in advancing social and environmental causes through personal contributions.
Also available in the Meeting Hall, our 20 years Anniversary collection “Two decades of data” showcasing 57
amazing campaigns created by 55 agencies for 44 advertisers from 37 countries that have marked the industry.
Presented through data visualisations, the exhibition highlights key trends and portrays the stories behind the campaigns,
enabling our industry to reflect on its progress and to keep moving forward. Thank you to the Havas NY team for coming
up with such a creative way to look at 20 years of ACT Responsible. This special collection is also accessible on
greatadsforgood.org.
The Responsibility Meeting Hall invites delegates to gather at the IAA Collaboration Hub, a dedicated area that aims
to amplify the actions of industry key players, stir conversation on responsibility in advertising and share good practices
and inspiring programs. Come, meet, mingle and get inspired by some of the most innovative and helpful initiatives that
offer solutions for our industry to move toward sustainability.
Last but not least, for this exceptional year, we are taking part in the exceptional «Open House for Good» event. Our
exhibition will be open to all from 2-4pm the 22nd of June NO BADGE NEEDED. OHFG is a movement launched by
leaders of the industry in a bid to put sustainability at the forefront of discussions making Cannes Lions totally inclusive
for the first time ever. Check the events on openhouseforgood.com.
This 20th anniversary edition is made possible thanks to the unconditional support of the Cannes Lions Team, the trust
and financial support of our ACT Community: Adforum, Euronews and IAA Global, Network members Havas Group,
Interpublic, Publicis Groupe and WPP, our Corporate members Anomaly, FCB, Grey Group, McCann Worldgroup,
Ogilvy, Proto, TBWA Worldwide and Wunderman Thompson and, of course, our active partners and all the participating
agencies.
Dear Journalists, thank you for ACTively sharing and increasing the visibility of this 2022 edition, please come meet us
at the Responsibility Meeting Hall or online. Join our events and share on social media with:
#GreatAdsForGood #ACTinCannes #AdvertisingCommunityTogether
Press Contact: Isa Kurata
isa@act-responsible.org
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About the
2022 "Great ads for good"
Captivating and thought-provoking material are key for the success of any exhibition. It is when these are associated with
innovative ideas that a campaign becomes truly influential. This year, we received many powerful prints, spots and case
studies. These campaigns challenged our views and behaviours, helping to change our perspective of the world. Out of
over 1,200 campaigns identified this year, the exhibition showcases a collection of 92 campaigns created by 78 agencies
from 38 countries for 76 advertisers. Among the participating agencies, 49 of them come from 6 different networks, and
29 are independent agencies. Among the 76 represented advertisers, 49 are non-profit organisations, 5 are institutions
and government bodies, and 22 are corporations.
If road safety and health issues are, as always,
well represented in the exhibition this year,
what struck us is the number of campaigns
focusing on the well-being of our elders.
With 962 million people over 60 years old,
we are indeed in the midst of a longevity
revolution. Many countries around the world
are experiencing growth in the size and
proportion of older citizens in their population,
which leads to important social changes that
our industry is cleverly addressing, such as in
the Ogilvy UK campaign for Relate.
Let’s talk the joy of later life sex
Ogilvy UK
Relate

This year, campaigns were created to raise awareness about
homelessness, vulnerability, inclusiveness, diversity, disability,
healthcare and gender equality. Some issues are dealt with through
innovative uses of technology, others by emotionally charged
campaigns awakening our empathy. A remarkable campaign for
the Red Cross made by McCann Health China reminds us that
blood donation is crucial, especially knowing that a single blood
donation can save up to three lives.

A drop of possibilities
McCann Health China
Shanghai Blood Administration Office
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Plastic pollution is once again a hot topic in the 2022 exhibition.
Every day, 8 million pieces of plastic find their way into our ocean,
on which we rely to regulate our climate and absorb CO2. The
rate at which we are polluting the ocean, with around 12.7 million
tons of plastic a year, is causing irreversible damage to marine
ecosystems. Our actions over the next 10 years will determine
in which state we are leaving the ocean for the 10,000 years
to come. To make the problem visible, Jung von Matt / Neckar
together with Mauritius images introduced a special watermark
for ocean and underwater stock image searches, turning every
licensee into an environmental activist.
Clear the ocean
Jung von Matt / Neckar Germany
Mauritius Images GmbH

Globally, the United Nations report that conflict
and violence are on the rise, and warned that
world peace is under more threat than it has
been since World War II. In areas of conflict, the
population is especially vulnerable to the violation
of Human Rights. Ukraine is currently the field of
one of the most severe large-scale humanitarian
and refugee crises in the last decade of European
history. Through this campaign for peace, Strike
for Handicap International shed the light on the
abusive use of weapons of mass destruction,
reaching soldiers and civilians without distinction.
.
Stop playing with civilians’ lives
Strike France
Handicap International

Violence against women is another main issue addressed in the
exhibition, as the pandemic and successive lockdowns have led
to a rise of domestic violence.
Women also represent the majority of victims of human trafficking.
Last year, UN Secretary-General António Guterres called for
the acceleration of the “level of commitment to fight human
trafficking and modern slavery during the global COVID-19 crisis
and beyond”. The campaign Snap the Chain draws attention
to this organised crime. Human traffickers earn a profit of $150
billion a year, they are at the head of a well-organised supply
chain that must be torn down, explains Wunderman Thompson’s
campaign. Human traffickers are guilty of many crimes: physical
and sexual abuse, blackmail and manipulation, and particularly
in zones of political and economic instability.
Snap The Chain
Wunderman Thompson India
Sanlaap
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About the
20 years anniversary
"two decades of data"
Discover our special 20 years Anniversary collection “Two decades of data” that have marked the industry since 2001.
Presented through data visualisations, the exhibition highlights key trends and portrays the stories behind the campaigns.
Thank you to the Havas NY team for coming up with such a creative way to look at 20 years of ACT Responsible.
A few days after the 9/11 attacks, a team from Adforum launched a call encouraging the advertising community to
stand up against violence. ACT (Advertising Community Together) was born. All the received campaigns were then
exhibited in the Palais des Festivals in June 2002, marking the first ever “Great ads for good” exhibition.
Since 2001, a wide variety of campaigns have been collected from all around the world. These creative ads educate and
raise awareness around social and environmental issues. Celebrating the organisation’s 20th anniversary is a good time
to look back on the past two decades of responsible advertising. The stories behind the collection’s data enable our
industry to reflect on its progress and continue moving forward.

20 years
27,864 ads
The 20 years exhibition is composed of 57 campaigns created by 55 agencies for 44 advertisers from 37 countries.
The communication sector has an undeniable role in promoting and leading change, and within it, the advertising
industry has the power to make a difference.
Acting as intermediaries and social change actors, non-profit organisations have been pressing for change for decades.
With the help of agencies’ pro bono creative advertising, non-profit organisations continue to be strong motivators for
governments, companies, and consumers alike. In addition, the advertising industry has seen a major shift in recent
years, with social responsibility and sustainability taking the forefront in communication strategies of major brands
around the world.
The digitalisation of advertising brought an explosion of consumer data, a diversification of communication channels,
narrow targeting strategies, instant feedback, and so forth. It also allowed individuals to voice their concerns and
demands to brands more easily and with higher impact, establishing two-way communication between companies
and consumers. Responding to new expectations, international brands have redefined the norm in terms of corporate
behaviour and purpose.
Through twenty years of activity, ACT Responsible has built a unique
collection of creative campaigns reflecting these changes and trends,
offering an opportunity to reflect on the evolution of advertising for
good. This exhibition aims to illustrate the patterns and stories
behind a collection of 27,864 meaningful ads.
Over 3,000 agencies

14,869 campaigns

116 countries

6,000 advertisers

ADVERTISING COMMUNITY TOGETHER

About the
IAA Collaboration Hub
The Collaboration hub is a dedicated area that aims to amplify the actions of the industry key players, stir conversation
around responsibility in advertising and share good practices and inspiring programs. Produced in collaboration with
the IAA Global and the United Nations Global Compact, it offers an opportunity to get inspired by some of the most
innovative and helpful initiatives that offer solutions to our industry to move toward sustainability.
«As the Global Compass of the marketing communications industry, the role of IAA is to drive global change through
collaboration and identify innovative initiatives, exchange experiences and best practices that can inspire, educate and
strengthen all parties. The best sustainability practices achieved through better collaboration can ultimately help create
a more conscious world...» comments Joel Nettey, World President & Chairman, IAA Global.

ACT Responsible inspires, promotes and unites the ad community around responsible communications.
AdNetzero helps reduce the carbon impact of developing, producing and running advertising to real net zero by 2030.
Ad Week Sustainability council addresses responsible environmental practices, social purpose and equality.
B corporation transforms the global economy to benefit all people, communities, and the planet.
CAN changes how agencies operate, the content they produce, resulting in communication that is better for all.
Cannes Can Diversity Collective provides access and exposure to young adults of colour and under-represented
communities to global thought leadership conferences on advertising.
Clean Creatives are agencies and creatives who refuse any future contracts with fossil fuel companies.
Creative Equals is a consultancy who believe inclusion is the future.
Female Quotient is an equality services company that provides thought leadership platforms for women and
develops solutions for organisations committed to closing the gender gap in the workplace.
FREETHEWORK affects the way we integrate DEI with production.
Goodvertising Masterclass teaches how to build a meaningful brand.
Green Bee promotes the reduction of waste in the event industry.
IAA Sustainability Council promotes collaboration to expedite progress behind sustainability.
Media4Planet works on how media and advertising in Germany can reduce CO2 and become climate-neutral.
New Zero World wakes up the world by changing public opinion, forcing governments, businesses and organisations
to take urgent action on climate change.
Purpose Disruptors is a network of advertising insiders working to make the necessary transition to tackle climate
change.
RSE Agences Actives is a labelling process measuring the level of commitment of agencies in terms of CSR.
SeeHer is a group of leaders and influencers committed to eliminating gender bias across the industry.
SheSays is a global network for creative women, promoting creative women’s development and empowerment.
Sustainable Brands enable business and society to thrive in harmony with nature.
Unstereotypical Alliance works to affect positive cultural change by using the power of advertising to help shape
perceptions and to end harmful stereotypes in advertising.

IAA Sustainability Council Thesaurus
Connect to: iaaglobal.org/sustainability
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78 participating agencies
92 campaigns - 76 advertisers - 38 countries
Campaign

Agencies

Advertisers

Countries

The last 10 meters
The cry
Drinks lie
Audacious living
Beyond the rainbow
The unreal xmas shop
Plastic blood
Right to breathe
The trash shorts
Pirates
New generation
Make future
Threatened by gender
Pixel portraits
Money makes money
SweetBlock
Washing away excuses
Bedtime stories
The dumb law paradox
Unbox me
Dyslexic thinking
Toll booth
The good life
Don’t video-call and drive
ReStory
Inheritance Pass
Divorce law in Israel
Helpline on the cover
The issue within the issue
Staybl
Beyond the surface
Minute 8
What a wonderful waste
Hide-and-seek
I don´t remember
The world’s strongest women
Footprints of extinction
Erase the line
Our future is here
Together, let’s break the isolation...
Clear the rights, clear the ocean
Signal for help
The Masks
Halloween: films from the end of the world
A statistic that fits in your hand
CyberTorture
The cigarette butt museum
#thankyouvolunteers
Extra life
High tech – Low impact
Sick world
Superhero
Evil Takeover
A drop of possibilities
Mother’s milk donate glass bottle
Anthem for all
Wash your clothes without chemicals
Sound it out
Nutrizonal mission
Wearable bags
The share
The blue paradox
Your fun hurts animals
VOTE FOR ME!!
Catch of the day 2050
Green instructions
Reverse selfie
Let’s talk the joy of later life sex
Things we want to forget
irREVERSIBLE
Sjúkt spjall - Crazy love chatline
Retold with pride
Hexagonal
Talks
Use it wisely
No more (war)ds
Unknown heroes
Just the two of us
Stop playing with civilians’ lives
What goes around, comes around
A year of green innovation
The unreadables
See the sacrifice
Somewhere
If the room could talk...
Breast cancer affects all of us
Period poverty chronicles
The Birds and the Bees
Snap the chain
Home for the holidays
The grow project

Air Brussels/Partner of McCann
Altmann+Pacreau
Arena (part of Havas Group Peru)
Arnold
B-Reel
B-Reel
Babel
Bold Agency
Brand Station, an FCB Alliance
Camisa 10
Commonwealth//McCann
Dawn
Demner, Merlicek & Bergmann
Different
DUDE
FCB Brazil
FCB Brazil
FCB Chicago
FCB Health New York
FCB India & FCB Chicago
FCB Inferno
FCB New Zealand
FRED & FARID Paris
Happiness Brussels, an FCB Alliance
Happiness Brussels, an FCB Alliance
Havas Creative, Chicago
Havas Creative, Tel Aviv
Havas Creative, Tel Aviv
Havas New York
Havas New York & Havas Germany
Havas Worldwide Middle East
Havas Worldwide Peru
Hell Yeah!
Hjaltelin, Stahl & Co.
HOY Havas Buenos Aires
In the Company of Huskies
Inbrax
Intouch Group
Josiane
Josiane
Jung von Matt / Neckar
Juniper Park\TBWA
L’Associé
La Caseta
Laika
Leo Burnett
Lola Normajean
Lola Normajean
Lola Normajean
Marcel
Marcel
McCann Beograd
McCann Detroit
McCann Health
McCann Health São Paulo
McCann London & McCann New York
McCann San José
McCann Worldgroup
McCann Worldgroup Colombia
McCann Worldgroup Colombia
MullenLowe France
Ogilvy Chicago
Ogilvy Honduras
Ogilvy Paris
Ogilvy Social.Lab Amsterdam
Ogilvy Social.Lab Poland
Ogilvy UK
Ogilvy UK
Out To Lunch
Performance Art
Pipar\TBWA
Propel Manila
Publicis Conseil
Publicis Conseil
Publicis Conseil
Publicis Greece
Saatchi & Saatchi
SMALL
Strike
TBWA\Helsinki
TBWA\Helsinki
TBWA\Helsinki
The Hook Creative Agency
Vandal
Verbo
WEFRA LIFE
Wunderman Thompson
Wunderman Thompson
Wunderman Thompson
Wunderman Thompson
X3M Ideas

Agence Wallone pour la Sécurité Routière
Fondation 30 Millions d’Amis
Hyundai Perú
BAGLY
H&M
Save the Children
Surfrider Foundation Europe
Alwaleed Philanthropies
TBS
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society
General Motors Corp.
Greenpeace
Amnesty International Austria
ACRA
Communities for Development
Brazilian Association of Investigative Journalism
Whirlpool
Walmart
Gay Men’s Health Crisis
UNAIDS
Virgin Group
Waka Kotahi
Fondation Abbé Pierre
Parents Of Road Victims
Canon Inc.
The Yellowstone National Park
Ohr Torah Stone (YadLaisha)
Laisha
Ali Forney Center
German Parkinson’s Foundation
Adidas
Movistar
OLIO
Save The Children Norway
A.L.M.A. Alzheimer’s Disease Association
Allianz Ireland
WWF Chile
The Chrysalis Initiative
INRAE
Petits Frères des Pauvres
Mauritius Images GmbH
Canadian Women’s Foundation
France Nature Environnement
La Caseta
Alcaldía de Guayaquil
Fare X Bene Onlus
Maria Beata
Red Cross Portugal
Red Cross Portugal
Back Market
Médecins du Monde
Mastercard
General Motors Company
Shanghai Blood Administration Office
Eu Apoio Leite Materno
Microsoft
Terrawash
Ad Council
Jerónimo Martins
Fontanar Shopping Mall
Caméléon Association
SC Johnson
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
Société de Saint-Vincent-de-Paul
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society
The Lego Group
Unilever
Relate
Alzheimer Athens
WWF Canada
Stígamót
Pride@Tech
SNCF
StopVEO / Fondation pour l’Enfance
Renault
Publicis
Croix Rouge Internationale
CoorDown
Handicap International
Keep the Archipelago Tidy
City of Lahti
World Vision Finland
Haashim Initiative for Community Advancement
Animals Australia
Fundación Relaciónes Sanas
Pink Ribbon Deutschland
Freedom Cups
United Nations Development Programme
Sanlaap India
Anglicare WA
Lagos State Parks and Gardens Agency

Belgium
France
Peru
USA
Sweden
Sweden
France
Saudi Arabia
France
Brazil
USA
Netherlands
Austria
Italy
Italy
Brazil
Brazil
USA
USA
India & USA
UK
New Zeland
France
Belgium
Belgium
USA
Israel
Israel
USA
USA & Germany
UAE
Peru
UK
Denmark
Argentina
Ireland
Chile
USA
France
France
Germany
Canada
France
Spain
Ecuador
Italy
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
France
France
Serbia
USA
China
Brazil
UK & USA
Costa Rica
USA
Colombia
Colombia
France
USA
Honduras
France
Netherland
Poland
UK
UK
Greece
Canada
Iceland
Philippines
France
France
France
Greece
France
USA
France
Finland
Finland
Finland
Nigeria
Australia
Panama
Germany
Singapore
Australia
India
Australia
Nigeria
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ADVERTISING COMMUNITY TOGETHER
We bring together key players of the communications industry, all of whom share a similar vision regarding
responsible practice. Its influence helps create a network, facilitating the sharing of important messages and
sustainable development. We thank all the supporters who finance and contribute to 100% of our action.

Philippe Paget
CEO
AdForum

Philip Thomas
Chairman
Cannes Lions

Carolyn Gibson
Chief Revenue Officer
Euronews

Joel Nettey
World President & Chairman
IAA Global

Yannick Bolloré
CEO
Havas Group

Philippe Krakowsky
Chief Executive Officer
IPG

Agathe Bousquet
President
Publicis Group France

Mark Read
Chief Executive Officer
WPP

Carl Johnson
Founding Partner
Anomaly

Susan Credle & Tyler Turnbull,
FCB Global Chair - Global CCO
& FCB Global CEO

Michael Houston
Worldwide CEO
Grey Group

Bill Kolb
Chairman & CEO
McCann Worldgroup

Devika Bulchandani
Global President & CEO
Ogilvy

Barry Wacksman, Chairman
& CRO, Proto / Chairperson
Of The Board Of Directors, 4as

Troy Ruhanen
President and CEO
TBWA Worldwide

Mel Edwards
Global CEO
Wunderman Thompson

Marie-Pierre Bordet
Vice-President
AACC

Nicolas Becqueret
Director
e-artsup

Mark Tungate
Editorial Director
The Epica Awards

Thomas Kolster
Founder
Goodvertising Agency

Philippe Warzee
Editorial Director
PUB

Stéphane Coruble
CEO
RTL AdConnect

David Tiltman
Head of Content
Warc Rankings

FRANCE

Pascal Cubb
President
IAA France
FRANCE

FRANCE

FRANCE

Junior Art Directors (picture): Lise Froissart, Alina Barisani,
Benjamin Masse, Anna de Surmont, Pauline Ardouin, Célia Hidouche
Art Manager: Yann Grégoire
Project Managers: Juliette Zaccour, Sana Tekaïa, Veronika Galina
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About us
ACT Responsible is a Swiss-based non-profit association created
in 2001. ACT stands for Advertising Community Together. ACT
Responsible has built a network of committed agencies, media,
advertisers, institutions, NGOs and corporations, all of whom
believe responsible advertising is essential for moder n
communication.
Through various initiatives, our association promotes the best
advertising campaigns concerning social and environmental issues
from around the world. ACT Responsible is affiliated with the United
Nations Department of Public Information and part of the UN Global
Compact.

Our mission: to inspire, promote and unite the advertising
communications industry to share good practice in social
responsibility and sustainable development
Our vision: we believe that creativity has the power to overcome
social, generational and cultural barriers, encouraging understanding
and advocacy for change.
Advertising is a universal language full of images, music, words and
emotion. This combination has a powerful impact: we can
empathise with the message, media stimulates our senses and
both motivate us to become involved and to bring about change.

Good ads gallery
We continuously gather first-rate advertising campaigns concerning
social and environmental issues from all over the world. This unique
content can be found in our multicriteria searchable database the

“Good Ads Gallery”, created by adforum.com. The gallery grows
by over 1,000 campaigns a year.

Exhibitions and events
For over 19 years, we have produced hundreds of exhibitions and
film projections. We have organised debates for institutions, schools
and companies, raising awareness about social and environmental

issues and encouraging responsible behaviours. We have also
hosted events, indoors and out, at professional gatherings, art
galleries, cafés and corporation lobbies.

Act tributes
As of 2004, we organise public voting during our exhibitions,
allowing visitors to get involved and honour their favourite campaign.
The Cannes ACT Tributes recognise agencies’ contribution and
motivate them to produce more outstanding work.

Last year we launched ACT Champions of Good — an annual
celebration of the people (public, NGO, advertiser, agency) who
have played leading roles in advancing social and environmental
causes through personal contributions or creative campaigns.

One minute of responsibility
The short programme “One Minute of Responsibility” was launched
in 2007. Created with the TV channel Euronews, OMR features
campaigns multiple times a day to raise awareness about good
causes. We select the content and Euronews offers the media

space which amplifies charities’ presence in people’s everyday lives.
Since its launch, hundreds of campaigns have benefited from
thousands of minutes of free media space broadcasted in 155
countries. This has a market value of 15 million euros.

Ng'ad club
In 2008, we co-founded the NG’Ad Club to stimulate discussion
between business and charity communication in order to promote,
inspire and share good communication practice.

The Club offers its members meetings, dinners, technical breakfasts
and events throughout the year. The Club is based in France and
has over 45 NGO Communications Directors.

The care awards
The European Association of Communications Agencies and ACT
Responsible created this award in 2009 to highlight the advertising
industry’s contribution to society, celebrating the most successful
creative social and environmental campaigns.
The Care Awards focuses on issues such as public health, the
environment, sustainable consumption, public safety, disability,

human rights, domestic violence, child abuse, homelessness,
education and other similar subjects. The Care Awards’ jury is
chaired by a member of the European Parliament and composed
of NGO and Institution Communications directors, Creative
Directors, and CSR Experts.

The good report
The Good Report is a unique ranking of the world’s best use of
creative communications to promote sustainability and social
responsibility in order to raise awareness on major social and
environmental issues. It is created by ACT Responsible in

collaboration with WARC. WARC is the worldwide authority on
marketing and media effectiveness and the publisher of the WARC
Creative 100 Rankings, a global index of creative excellence in
advertising and a successor to the Gunn Report.

My act
MyACT is a daily web programme created with Pascal Cübb,
mister Sunglasses. It shines a light on the role, involvement, and
responsibility of advertising.

Key players share their visions for a few minutes during an interview
at the Cannes Lions International Festival — a great way to raise
younger creatives’ awareness.

Act responsable
In 2014, ACT Responsible launched its French sister company
(ACT Responsable) in order to share its content with a wider
audience.

The association works with city halls and corporations in France,
offering themed exhibitions and film projections that raise
awareness about important issues.
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